Letter Planner

Directions: Use this sheet to help you plan what you will write in your letter.

1. Who are you? _______ African American Soldier _______ Family Member

2. Describe your character: (how old, relationship to War, likes and dislikes, etc.)

3. Who are you writing to? ______ African American Soldier ______ Family Member

4. Describe who you are writing to: (how old, relationship to War, relationship to you)

5. Describe how the war effort is going (at home if you are a family member, in Europe if you are a soldier).

6. Describe how you feel about African American soldiers in the war.

7. Describe how other people you encounter feel about African American soldiers in the war.

8. Describe your general mood (happy, sad, tired, angry, etc.)

9. What questions do you have for the person you are writing to?